Since 1955 when von Soden proposed a new interpretation of some of the most relevant texts,¹ our picture of the Babylonian akītu festival has been greatly modified. Yet, in some of the latest books on Mesopotamian history, the old viewpoints concerning this festival still appear.² It is our intention here to review some of the major features of the festival and to examine whether the akītu was, in fact, the New Year festival or not.

1. Features of the Babylonian akītu festival

From the hemerological texts dating to the Seleucid period we know that in the first millennium B.C.E. the festival was celebrated for eleven days beginning with the first day of Nisan.³ It is unfortunate that we lack detailed information about the latter half of the festival, the period in which the most dramatic events took place.

---

¹ Von Soden, "Gibt es ein Zeugnis dafür, dass die Babylonier an die Wiederauferstehung Marduks geglaubt haben?" ZA 17 (1955). As for the nature of the text, von Soden, refuting the conventional view that the text VAT 9555 is a ritual commentary, considers the text as propaganda written during the time of Sennacherib to justify Sennacherib's conquest of Babylon and his destroying of Marduk's temple.
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A) Recitation of Enūma Eliš

According to the aforementioned hemerological texts, an urigallu-priest must recite the entire Enūma Eliš at the end of the fourth day of Nisan. There has been some doubt whether the recitation of Enūma Eliš here had anything to do with the akitu festival. In a recent article in the Journal of Semitic Studies, W. G. Lambert observes that Enūma Eliš was also recited in connection with a similar ritual on the fourth day of Kislim. According to Lambert, it is possible that Enūma Eliš was recited on the fourth day of every month, and that the day, rather than the month, was the conditioning factor. Although this is a possibility, the akitu festival, as Lambert himself thinks, presupposes a myth, and it is difficult to posit anything else as its myth other than Enūma Eliš, although Enūma Eliš may not have been written for this particular ritual. It should be noted also that the Enūma Eliš recited here is not necessarily the same as those versions that have come down to us.

B) Procession of the gods and goddesses

On the tenth day of Nisan, the entire congregation of gods and goddesses form a procession to the akitu-house outside Babylon. First they go in chariots preceded by their proper emblems, then they transferred to boats and proceeded along a canal to the akitu-house. According to an Assyrian text dated by F. Köcher between 1250 and 1000 B.C.E., the following is a description of part of the procession: The king (?) offers a votive offering at the gate of the Ištar temple. After this offering the šangû-priest approaches the gods who apparently form a procession. The king stands at the head of the procession, which goes to the parak šimâte where Marduk presides, while the rest of the gods gather together around him. After a few ceremonies are conducted in front of the parak šimâte, the priest again approaches Marduk. Then follows a procession which is led by the king to the ship which is to carry the gods to the bit akiti. The appearance of Marduk gives us the impression that the text is closely linked to the
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ceremony of the festival in Babylon, but the specifically Assyrian diction, according to Köcher, suggests that the ritual was well adapted to the situation in Aššur.

C) Ordeal of Marduk

Until the appearance of von Soden's aforementioned article in ZA (1955), Zimmern's view of the death and resurrection of Marduk in the liturgy of the Babylonian akitu festival was taken for granted by virtually all scholars including Frankfort, Gadd, Gaster, Hooke, Langdon, Pallis etc. The theory of Marduk's death or confinement in the Netherworld was based almost solely on the information in VAT 9555, apart from the dubious report of Strabo about the grave of Bel (Bk. XVII:5). These misunderstandings in the liturgy of the akitu festival in Babylon were based on the following points.

1. Misrendering of hursānu(m) in lines [1], 6, 7, 23, 29 and 38.

Zimmern, Langdon and many others took the word hursānu for mountain (in the cosmic sense). But von Soden has refuted such renderings of the term because of the use of hursānu with the word saptu in the phrase ina muhbi šupi ša hursāni. Since šptu is never used with hursānu "a mountain," hursānu here must be taken as "the place of ordeal (= river)."


Apparently influenced by line 43, Zimmern rendered line 13 as follows: a-ki la-lu e-si-ru-šu-ni iš-ti-liq ina lib-bi na[pāste] "das ist nachdem die Götter ihn eingeschlossen haben, ist er entschwunden aus dem Leben." But it seems clear, as von Soden has pointed out, that the phrase ina libbi napāste cannot be grammatically translated as if it modified ihtiliq. Although there is a reference to "blood" in line 15, the passage does not warrant taking it as suggesting Marduk's death.

10. CAD has hursānu/hursānu A: "mountain (region)" and hursānu B: "place of the hursānu-ordeal, ordeal (by water)." AHw has also two different entries for these. Hursānu appears with the determinative ID in the Nuzi texts.
11. Zimmern reads line 43 as follows: da-nu ša šur-ri ša tab-ku-un [i......] "das Blut des Herzens, das vergossen ist,..."
12. It is interesting to note that the presupposition of death and resurrection led Zimmern to some other mistranslations. For instance, Zimmern translated ma-a Bel bul-li-[s]u (line 10) as "Mach Bel (wieder) lebendig."

This presupposition was influenced by the death and resurrection of the Tammuz-cult. Thus Langdon says: "It was, therefore, natural that a myth concerning Marduk's descent into the lower world and resurrection should have arisen at Babylon. This myth, and the ritual to which it gave form, was probably inspired more or less by the ancient cult of Tammuz, the young god of vegetation, who died yearly, sojourned in the lower world, and returned to the upper world." But the Tammuz-cult itself is quite problematic and its understanding has changed notably. Present scholarship seems to suppose that Inanna, after her return from the Netherworld, causes Tammuz to be cast away into the Netherworld. This is quite a different picture of Tammuz compared to the older one in which Tammuz's descent to the Netherworld and return from it with the help of Inanna was taken for granted. Furthermore, nothing can be said with certainty about the relationship between the Tammuz-cult and the Babylonian akitu festival. From what we have examined so far, a negative conclusion against the theory of the death of Marduk seems to be inevitable. This, in turn, leads us to reject the other theory about the resurrection of Marduk, because there is no mention about such a happening in our texts and the idea of Marduk's resurrection has been based only on the supposed death of Marduk.

P. Jensen conjectured that the real meaning of the verb tebu was "aufstehen, sich erheben" and he was followed by Zimmern, Hehn and Langdon. If the conjecture is correct, such a passage as [a-na i-sinne a]-ki-ti ta-bi-e dEn-lil DIN GIR MEŠ Marduk (Nerigl. IR 67, I:33-38) must be read as "at the (annual) festival of akitu, of the resurrection of the Enlil of the gods, Marduk." But, siding with Pallis, we rather doubt it. Furthermore, admitting the pattern of seasonal rituals, it does not necessarily require death and resurrection.
of a deity; temporary disappearance will do.18
Thus, a more correct interpretation would be to regard the event simply as an ordeal of Marduk. Von Soden has found another reference to this ordeal in a fragmentary text published in ZA 15.19

D) What went on in the bit akitu?

Since the important hemerological texts (DT 15 + DT 114 + DT 109 + MNB 1848) do not preserve any information about the ceremonies held after the 6th day, we must depend upon the scanty information from the royal inscriptions, pictures on the gates, etc.

It seems certain on the level of myth that on the arrival of the gods and the goddesses at the akitu-house, Marduk fights and successfully subdues Tiamat, as suggested by the reliefs in Sennacherib’s gate in Aššur in which Aššur fights and wins the victory over Tiamat. Some texts have been collected by Lambert in Iraq 25 and AF0 18.20 In AF0 18, one of the pertinent passages reads as follows: [aššu]m (MU) bēli ša ina ā-ki-ti ina qa-bal tam-tim aš-bu21 "for Bel who sits in the middle of Sea (=Tiamat) in the akitu-house." The first line from the section on the Topography of Babylon, which lists small cultic structures in the city, reads thus: "Sea (Tiamat) is the seat of Bel on which Bel sits."22

No other occasion in the year is known when Marduk sat on Tiamat. According to Lambert, the implication is that Sea (Tiamat) was no doubt a small cultic structure (probably "dais") in the akitu-house, and that when the statue of Marduk was taken there, it was set on the dais to symbolize victory over Tiamat.

The inscription of Nebuchadnezzar tells us that the statue of Marduk was placed on the high throne (paramaḥpy) and oxen, sheep, fish, birds, must, and "wine like water" were offered in the bit-akiti.23 Furthermore Nabonidus mentions: "In the month of Nisan, on the 10th day, on the day when the

18. E.g. the angry withdrawal of Telepinu in the Myth of Telepinu.
king of the gods, Marduk, and the gods of heaven and earth resides in "siskur, the "house of prayer." I caused to be brought 6021 mina of silver, 307 mina of gold, together with the annual offerings which have come from allegiance-taxes, surplus of the land, produce of the mountain, the taxes of all the residents, surplus of the kings, the rich possession which Prince Marduk has entrusted to me. I also offered 2850 of war-captives... to Marduk, Nabû and Nergal, the gods who help me."24

The akītu-house of Assur is also called "the festival house of the festival of banquet for Aššur" (temen bit akītu isinni kirēti dAššur). It is quite likely that people participated in the banquet at the akītu-house. The following passage from Gilgamesh is very interesting in this connection.25 When Utupištim built an ark at the advice of Enki, he said, "bullocks I slaughtered for the people, and I killed sheep every day. Must, red wine, oil, and white wine I gave the workmen to drink, as though river water, that they might feast as on New Year's Day (i-sin-na ip-pu-šu ki-ma ug-mi a-ki-tim-ma)."26

A word must be said about the determination of the fates. Pallis notices there are two kinds of determining of fates with regard to the akītu-festival: one is agricultural and magical and the other is urban and sacerdotal. Our sources about the determination of the fates are too limited to allow us to reconstruct the entire ritual. Pallis seems to think that one determining of the fates took place in the akītu-house and another in the parak-šimāti. Lambert has a different view. He thinks that the determining of the destinies is "completely certain," and that it took place twice, on the 5th or 6th day of Nisan and again on the 11th. In the first occurrence Nabû, son of Marduk, had precedence; at the second Marduk had precedence.27

E) Sacred Marriage

It is quite possible that a sacred marriage took place in the akītu-house, but, again this is not so certain. Our evidence about this is limited. The Gudea inscription from Lagaš has a phrase, E Gīš.NA "the house of the bed" (ST. Obv. 31,34) which is thought to have been the chapel used for

27. Lambert, JSS XIII (1968), p. 107. Since he does not give any specific reasons in this article, we don't know why he thinks so.
such a wedding. We also know that such a wedding took place from VAT 663. Thus there seems to be enough evidence to show that such sacrificial marriages existed for quite a long time. The problem is whether Marduk participated in such a sacrificial marriage at the akitu-festival in Babylon. Lambert has doubts about this. He says, "The present writer has been unable to find any scrap of evidence that Marduk was involved in a sacrificial marriage in the course of the New Year festival." We can find only two letters from Neo-Assyrian times which deal with this question. One letter reads: ina ši-i-a-ri umu 4 kām a-na ba-a-di dNabû u dTaš-me-tum ina bit GIS irši ir-ru-bu umu 5 kām ša-su ša šarri u-ša-ku-1u LÚ ha-za-nu uš-šab... istu libbi umu 5 kām a-di umu 10 kām [ilāni] ina bit GIS irši šu-nu "Tomorrow, (that is) on the 4th (of Iyyar) toward evening, Nabû and Tashmetum will enter the bed chamber. On the 5th, they shall be given of the king's food to eat, the (temple) overseer being present...From the 5th to the 10th (both) gods (will stay) in the bed chamber." The other letter is almost the same. Here what is referred to is a parallel festival in some other city (Borsippa?). The date is not Nisan but Iyyar—the month which follows. Further, the sacrificial marriage probably implied here is that of Nabû and Tashmetu. Thus we can only conjecture whether or not a sacrificial marriage of Marduk took place in the course of the akitu-festival.

F) The Race (lismu)

Line 57 of VAT 9555 reads: (li-is-mu ša ina arab Kislim išá) ina pān dBel u ma-ba-za-a-ni (gab-bu ī-la ab-bu umi) (von Soden) (li-is-mu ša ina arab Nisannu) "Der Schnellauf, den sie im Monat Kislim vor Bel und allen (Kult-)städten im Umlauf veranstalten" (von Soden), "Der Schnellauf, den im Monat Nisan"...(Zimmern).

Von Soden explains the mythological background of the race in the month of Kislim by saying that it is related to the running of the god Šakan to report the victory of Ninurta over Anzu. He also calls attention to the coincidence between this and the reported date of the conquest of Babylon (Babylon-
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IAN Chronicle, III:22). Apart from the difference of traditions upon which von Soden and Zimmern base their respective reconstructions of the text, it seems that such a race was held during a spring festival and/or an autumn festival. One text has a phrase dNabû ša li-is-me (KAV 42 III:12). Weidner has a short comment on it. Referring to the race during the spring festival in Hittite as well as to our line, he explains this Nabû in Assyria as a statue of Nabû which was probably used either as a goal or as a pole for the turning point of the race. The translation given by Weidner is "Nabû, der (Gott)des Schnel­laufers." It seems to be fairly sure that such a race constituted an important element of a seasonal festival.

II. Is the akitu-festival a New Year festival?

We have been using the term New Year festival and the term akitu festival almost interchangeably without any definition. But the meaning of akitu is by no means clear.

The Sumerian a-ki-ti and the corresponding Akkadian akitu(m) mean a special festival (not a festival in general) as well as a house where an important part of the cult acts take place. The combined use of a-ki-ti and akitu(m) respectively with ezen and isinnu(m) might be considered as secondary to distinguish a-ki-ti/akitus in the sense of a special festival from a-ki-ti/akitus(m) in the sense of a building.

Furthermore, it is known that since Sumerian times the akitu festival was celebrated at different times in different cities. In Ur it was celebrated twice a year, in the 6th month and in the 12th month. Sometimes the latter celebration took place in the first month. In Nippur, during the Ur III period, it was celebrated in the first and twelfth months. Although the word a-ki-ti is not used, itu-é-itu-VI (Month of the House, (i.e.) the Sixth month) of Umma and ezen-dba6-ba6 (Baba-Festival of Ningirsu-Baba, in the 8th month) are also considered equivalent festivals. This difference of times of the observance of the akitu-festival could be observed in the first millennium B.C. although it was celebrated mainly in Nisan; in Uruk the festival was celebrated twice—in Nisan and in Tisrit. In Nineveh it was celebrated in Tebet (10th month), while in Arbela it was celebrated in Ab (5th month).

---

36. Ibid., p. 160.
What concerns us here is whether or not the akītu festival was the New Year festival (zagmukku, the Akkadian transcription of the Sumerian ZAG.MU, namely Akkadian rēš šatti). There has not been a consensus of opinions among scholars about the relationship between both festivals. Pallis, for all practical purposes, identifies them together.37 Snaith, however, thinks that the akītu-festival was not originally any festival, nor was it necessarily the New Year festival. It was, according to Snaith, originally the annual high festival of the local deity. In Mesopotamia the date of this high festival was fixed with reference to the heavenly bodies, e.g. the heliacal rising of a star or some unique position of the sun or the moon.38 A. Falkenstein thinks that the festival originally had a cultic function to introduce the agricultural year. Later when the calendar year starting at the spring equinoctial point was established, the time of the akītu-festival moved accordingly to the spring equinoctial point.39

We are inclined to think that an akītu-festival was originally closely related to the agricultural year of each locality with all its local peculiarities. It is also quite possible, as Snaith points out, that some astral elements were found in it. But for all practical purposes, we think, the akītu-festival of Babylon in the first millennium B.C.E. was the New Year festival. We do not know how far back we can trace the observance of the akītu-New Year festival in Babylon. The oldest text we have dates back only to the period of Tukulti-Ninurta I,40 but it seems quite certain that the observance goes back to the First Dynasty of Babylon.